EXPERIENCE HISTORY
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
Another boring museum? Think again!
The Scarborough Fair Collection and Vintage Transport
Museum is perfect for your school field trip. It is packed
full of history which charts progressions through time
and meets the national curriculum. You can show your
pupils real life examples of how various industries and
social movements have changed over time.

Are you coming to Scarborough Fair?

+

MEETS THE CURRICULUM FOR HISTORY

Learn about the Industrial and Social
History plus bring in bits of Geography,
Arts, Leisure, Travel & Tourism, the World
Wars and more during your time with us.

+

+

TAKES YOU THROUGH
DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS
With exhibits from across the years, you
can take your class through different time
periods of history in one visit!

+

FREE VISIT FOR TEACHERS

CATERING FACILITIES

Want to plan what your trip will look like?
Come along and visit us to see what we
have. See how it can be used to suit what
you are teaching.

Whether you want food providing or kids
are bringing their own packed lunch, eat
in our grand ballroom with seating for
everyone.
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FARMING THROUGH TIME

Farming is one of the oldest industries in the
world and one that has developed incredibly over
time. During your trip you can take your class
through the journey of farming from manual
labour to the use of tractors.
What really started the technological advances
of farming was the Traction Engine, which pulled
and powered farm machinery to speed up the
farming process. It was also used to transport
the farmed produce to market before lorries and
wagons became commonplace.
We’ve got a number of impressive traction engines
in our collection, including the star of film ‘The
Iron Maiden’ which are not only amazing to look
at but a great tool for your history lesson too.

The steam powered Traction
Engine inspired the first
generation of tractors, which
were also steam powered.
As technology developed
further, steam power gave
way to the petrol and diesel
tractors we know today. In
our Transport Hall you can
see our full range of vintage
tractors.

Did you know?
The land the Scarborough Fair Collection and
Vintage Transport Museum and the Flower of May
Holiday Park sits on was formerly used for farming
before it was developed into a holiday park. The
owner of the holiday park and museum can be seen
working the land with his father on the left.

CHANGING TRANSPORT
Take your children on a trip through the evolution
of transport as you show them how moving people
and goods has changed from horses to motorised
vehicles.
Paved roads date all the way back to the Roman
occupation of Britain, but when was the first car
made? What did it look like? How fast could it go?
Find all that out and more as you explore our range
of vintage cars and motorbikes running from early
models to more recent and recognisable models and
from various regions of the world.
The World Wars interrupted the development
of the transport industry for the public, instead
development turned to the war effort. Our
War Wagon shows how goods and troops were
transported during the wars.
While it is now common for families to have one or
two cars per household, cars were initially for the
very rich.

The majority of people
travelled on public transport
such as buses, and our Napier
Open Top Bus from 1915 gives
you a real-life example of how
guests to Scarborough would
have travelled around our
popular resort town.

Out of Office!
Following WW2, families didn’t have the money to
take annual holidays. Instead factory workers used
to get treated to a day out at the seaside travelling
on a Charabanc, which looks like a small bus. This
vehicle helped Scarborough become a popular
tourist destination.

Fun of the fair!
Good fun and educational, our
collection of fairground rides shows
how Traction Engines were also used to
power mechanical fairgrounds in days
gone past. Although not powered in
this way now, the Traction Engine did
power these as they moved around the
country.
In our grand ballroom, there are
mechanical and fairground organs,
some which play their own tunes,
while others are played by organists.
Acquired from across the world, these
organs date back to the early 1900’s and
accompanied silent movies in theatres
across Europe.
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We understand the need for an educational trip to hit the curriculum so you can take things you’ve seen at the Scarborough Fair Collection and
relate that back in the classroom. We’ve got so much you can use across
the curriculum it makes your trip fun and educational!
You can also tailor what you can see when with us, depending on the age
of your pupils with relative ease. Take a look at some of our examples:

ENGLISH
Let your students become journalists
for the day as they report back for their
‘newspaper’ with a piece of creative
writing. They could write a review of the
museum or write a diary piece as if they
were living in the time.
There is also a trail to follow around
the museum to help reading and
comprehension skills. Children can
answer pre-planned questions by finding
the information on the boards provided.

MATHS
How many old pennies made a shilling
and how many shillings made a pound?
Play on the Penny Arcade and then
use old pennies to help solve maths
questions.
Can your class order the sequence of
historical events within the museum? Or
can they work out the distance a vintage
tractor could travel on a full tank of fuel?
Could the children subtract to work out
how old exhibits are?

SCIENCE
Many of our exhibits used to be powered
by traction engines but are now run
on electricity. You can use example of
the exhbits to help explain circuits and
switches back in the classroom.
Our farming exhibits lead nicely into
understanding how crops grow and
where it plays a part in the food chain.
Our organs make a wonderful sound, but
what is the science behind sounds and
music?

HISTORY
Our vintage cars were some of the first
on the roads in Britain. You can relate
the Roman invasion of Britain and
subsequent road building back to your
trip to see us!
Learn how farming, civilisations and
people’s holidaying habits have changed
over time and how our World War I truck
had many roles before and after the war.
Take that back to the classroom to help
your students learn about ancient and
modern history.

GEOGRAPHY
Study a local area and get used to finding
Scarborough on a map. Maybe students
can plan a route and how they would do
that now. How was this different to how
people used to travel to Scarborough?
Our charabanc, open top bus and hotel
bus gives your students a flavour of how
people used to travel.
While you are in Scarborough you could
also visit the beach, find different types of
rocks and learn about the sandy beaches.

GOOD TO KNOW...
Knowledgeable staff
Easy access via main roads
Gift shop
Cafe with tables to eat lunch
Male and female toilet facilities
Disabled access
Disabled toilet
Free car parking
Free coach parking
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Contact us...
01723 586698
INFO@SCARBOROUGHFAIRCOLLECTION.COM
SCARBOROUGHFAIRCOLLECTION.COM
FLOWER OF MAY HOLIDAY PARK, LEBBERSTON
CLIFF, SCARBOROUGH, YO11 3NU

